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Good Food and Justice Initiative
yearly gathering. Food,Culture and 
Spirit

This September marked 
the fourth annual 
gathering of  the Growing 
Power in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin. More than two 
hundred gardeners, 
farmers, and food 
sovereignty 
activists convened and 
literally empowered one 
another in the five day 
event to return to the front 
lines of  food sovereignty in 
their neighborhoods with 
renewed resolve. Members 
and supporters of  the 
Good Food and Justice 

Initiative exchanged ideas, 
knowledge, wisdom within 
the theme of  Sacred Soil, 
Cultivating the seeds of  
Community 
Transformation! Each of  
the gathering participants 
were asked to consider 
culture and the spiritual 
nature of  our work in 
restoring food security to 
the communities we live in. 
To that end, some of  the 
traditional activities of  the 
gathering were continued 
and new ones 
added. Leaders from 

communities in every 
direction and geography of 
the country placed the 
hope and intent of  their 
activism in the Sacred Fire, 
ancestral mound, walks to 
the indigenous mounds of  
the area, a socio-drama, 
grandmother moon 
ceremony and a traditional 
Nigerian Bembe.

 

Priestess Oyakunle 
places offering from 
the participants and 
place on Onile shrine 
prior to bembe. The 
offerings are 
accompamied by the 
prayers of the givers. 
A picture of Oba 
Oseijeman sits atop 
the mound of earth 
with a set of brass 
Edan.
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 Through Intensive 
Leadership Facilitation 
training, workshops 
spanning the gamut of 
issues from 
dismantling racism in 
our food systems to 
women, gardening, 
healing and much 
more. Community 
leaders left away from 

this year's gathering 
empowered with 
amazing insight, new 
friends, partners and 
alliances. If  your 
curiosity is peaked, be 
sure to check out the 
Fall 2011 edition of  
Inside Oyotunji for the 
full report. The words 
of  Growing Power 

CEO, Will Allen still 
ring true..."the good 
food movement has 
become a 
revolution"...at this 
time in our world, in 
support of  the global 
village and our 
conscious evolution.
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continued: GFJI Gathering
Food Culture spirit.
 by Igberohinjade Oludoye.

The sacred Muskogee 
fire. The fire is 
celebrated in the 
native and African 
cultures at  a spirit. 
The fire heals and the 
fire warms.  People 
gathered around the 
sacred fire to pray, 
heal and converse on 
issues of food justice 
and security.


